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Gratton.

President’s Message

have won $5000! We will have the finalist and winners in
our next issue of this newsletter.

Summer is here! As I write this,
tomorrow is Summer Solstice – the
longest day in the year. I love this
time of the year.

Our Featured Trainer, Aleasha Asfar is a great example of
how to balance a family and a fitness career.

This month, we have two articles
where you can earn CEU’s:
Addressing Different Learning
Modalities by Julianne Sorvino
and Hit the High Road by Erica

You can earn .1 CEU’s by reading either article and taking
the quiz online. Here is a $10 off coupon when purchasing
the CEU. Go here to get the article then use this coupon
code for the discount: minus10
By the time you read this, the #NccptTransformMe
contest will have ended and a trainer and a client will

Beginning September 1, 2014 all applicants taking the
Certified Personal Trainer exam will have to pass a criminal
background check. We feel it’s about time! Personal trainers
are training women, children and training in peoples’ homes.
As a certifying agency, it seems only fitting we should be
screening our applicants.
I look forward to riding and enjoying the summer! I hope
you’re enjoying it too!
Stay fit,
John Platero

New!!
From the NCCPT
Final Exam Readiness Quiz
Test your knowledge of all the main categories on
the CPT Exam. Includes 52 online quizzes in the
exact same format as the Final Exam! Take each
quiz as many times as you like and get an instant
grade, including which answers you got wrong.
An excellent exam preparation tool!
Find out more here!

Final Exam
Readiness
Quiz

Dazey Hemp Mineral Peel
Utilizes four Powerful ingredients Hemp
Seed Oil, Dead Sea Mineral Clay, Green
Tea and Turmeric: each with unique
properties that aid in restoring and rejuvenating old dry skin. Dazey Hemp Mineral
Peel is free of petroleum by-products and
parabens.
Find out more here!

You already know a great deal about physical
side of losing weight … through exercise and
proper nutrition. Master your Mind Master
your Weight will train you step by step in how
to teach your clients to master their mind and
ultimately master their weight.
Find out more here!
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High Road
Acclimating to Altitude

By Erica Gratton

As an athlete or weekend adventurer seeking
the high life, one is bound to hit the road to
higher elevations once or twice in your travels.
Heck, some people drive great distances just to
reach the high road. The high road to elevation
that is! Yep – altitude. Unless you are one of the
fortunate few who can adventure on a whim,
most 9-5’ers only visit these beautiful places
on vacations or destination races. What is high
altitude and what happens when we arrive?
Any elevation over 8000 feet is considered
high altitude. (1) However, symptoms of acute
altitude sickness can be felt at lesser elevations.
Typically, acute mountain sickness (AMS) is
experienced at any altitude above 6000 feet.
Symptoms may include headache,
difficulty breathing, general
weakness, nausea, loss
of appetite and/or
sleeplessness.
The body

adjusts best to altitude if the person is able to
travel to your destination for a stay longer than
14 days. Two to three weeks is optimal. If that is
not possible, experts recommend arriving within
1-2 days to minimize the effects of AMS. This
small window of a day or two is before the body
starts breaking down and adapting to the thinner
air. If you are racing, simply accept you will most
likely produce a slower time and feel worse than
at sea level. Embrace the challenge! If one is on
vacation, be patient with the process and know
your limits. Increase water consumption and chill.
Isn’t that what vacation is all about?!
Now that we have discussed the basics of
traveling to altitude, let’s try to understand why
we feel this way.
The plasma volume in the blood (the watery
part) decreases when a person travels to higher
ground and the red blood cell concentration
increases. This natural compensation occurs
because the body is trying to get more oxygen
to the muscles. The heart kicks into overdrive
to deliver more blood, breathing becomes more
rapid to get more oxygen to working muscles.
Keep in mind, when feeling out of breath, the
percentage of oxygen in the air at altitude is
exactly the same – 20.93%. Do not panic, you
will not die from lack of oxygen! It’s actually the
atmospheric pressure that decreases as we
ascend, therefore decreasing the partial pressure
of oxygen in the blood…if that makes sense. Add
exercise to this equation and you’ll understand
why the heart is working harder to pump more
oxygen to the active muscles. Something must
give and it is usually an athlete’s pace or speed.

The two biggest challenges athletes face at higher
elevations are dehydration and glycogen depletion.
The air at higher elevations holds less water which
increases the amount of water you lose through
respiration and perspiration. You may not even be
aware of it, but think about everything being in equal
parts. So if there is less water in the air, you are giving
more up to keep the balance. Bottom line - be sure to
drink plenty of water, even when you are not feeling
thirsty. Simply carry a bottle with you and take a sip
every 15 minutes. This will ensure your muscles are
fully hydrated. Try to avoid alcohol and caffeinated
drinks as well. These tend to dehydrate people. If you
are on vacation, enjoying that glass of wine or beer
may be part of the holiday. Be certain to drink more
water to balance the loss. In addition to maintaining a
balanced hydration, our basal metabolic rate (BMR)
increases as the elevation increases. Which means
our bodies need more calories to maintain its basic
life functions. This does not give us a free pass to eat
whatever we want. Higher BMR’s are most common
at altitudes above 9000 feet. The higher the altitude;
the greater the impact. A shift in how the muscles
rely on energy sources while exercising occurs as
well. Instead of our muscles relying on fat for energy,
they tend to use more carbohydrates (glucose)
for fuel. This is great news, since our bodies use
carbohydrates more readily for fuel than fats. So keep
the diet higher in healthy carbohydrates to keep the
glycogen stores topped off.
To really have an edge over the competition, hypoxic
generators with a tent that goes over your bed can
be rented or purchased. It allows an athlete to sleep
in an oxygen deprived atmosphere slowly adapting
the body over a three week period. Brilliant, except
for the price tag. These rigs are not cheap. Hypoxico
makes a great tent for a decent price. Some experts
say training hard at lower elevations and recovering
at higher elevations may aid us “sea level dwellers”
in adapting to altitude too. Others recommend the
opposite, train at altitude and recover at sea level.
Either way, take advantage of the body’s desire
to build new red blood cells. Red blood cells are

the oxygen carrying part of our blood; specifically
hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is the part of the red blood
cell that transports oxygen to working muscles. Iron is
a crucial component of hemoglobin; eating a diet rich
in iron prior to a race will help adapt the body’s natural
process. Some iron rich foods are meat, fortified
breakfast cereals, dark leafy greens, dried beans,
peas, dried fruits and prunes. So pump up the iron in
the diet for an added bonus.
The most important thing to remember is being mindful
of your body. You now have a better understanding of
the effects of altitude on the body; just listen to what
it is telling you. Stay ahead of the game by drinking
plenty of fluids. Water is best, but also hydrate with
fluids that contain electrolytes. You do not want to
flush them out of your system. Sodium and Chloride
are most crucial. Remember that food is fuel also.
Even if you have little or no appetite, it’s important to
eat for basic bodily functions.
			Sources
1. Princeton.edu & CDC

About the
Author
Erica is an award winning trail
runner, accomplished endurance
athlete, RRCA, USAT&F and Natural
running certified coach, Race director, Freelance writer and Photographer.
As an athlete, she has been featured in LAS&F and Ultrarunning magazine. Erica supports her sport of running as
a member of RRCA and USAT&F. As a writer and photographer, her work has been featured in sports and fitness
print publications, digital media and newspapers.
Erica is also a partner in the fast growing, Conejo Valley
Trail Runners club. CVTR is a member only club offering
two weekly trail runs of varying distances in and around
the Conejo Valley.
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Improving Client
Progress By Julie Sorviano
Some clients see progress immediately. While this
is a wonderful feeling, it is even more satisfying to
find out exactly what has been impeding a client
who has struggled with losing weight, increasing
strength, improving endurance and/or improving
sports performance. An important consideration
when taking on such a client is that we are more
than just trainers to that person. We become
teachers, mentors and someone whom they can
look to for constructive resolution of problems they
have continuously experienced.

way for a client to learn will help her to execute the
movements you teach her correctly and also make
her more confident and less likely to get injured when
it comes to repeating these movements on her own.
Many people actually utilize a combination of different
learning styles, but with some careful observation,
an astute trainer will be able to tell how clients will
best progress. The following are the three different
learning modalities:

How do fitness professionals fill so many roles?

Auditory Learners

First and foremost, keep in mind that no matter what
kind of age population fitness professionals work
with, there are different learning modalities that must
be considered. Determining the most effective

These are individuals who tend to learn best when
things are explained to them verbally. They typically
enjoy listening and therefore have pretty good
speaking and listening skills. Auditory learners tend to

remember names but forget faces. When they are
trying to solve a problem, they generally like to talk
through it. They enjoy speaking on the phone more
than meeting in person or texting. They tend to use
language that corresponds with their modality: “I
hear you.”
How to accommodate this modality: Give clear
verbal directions when explaining the movements
that the client should execute. Be willing to spend
some time speaking with this client about goals and
aspirations. If a client is unable to attend sessions in
person, record an explanation of the exercises that
the client needs to execute for that day. If this client
has trouble keeping to a regular workout routine,
have her set an alarm telling her when it is time to
exercise. Track progress by writing it in a book, but
read it to the client so that she better understands
what she is doing and how much progress is being
made.
Visual Learners
These individuals do best when they are able
to write things down. They are typically pretty
organized and detail-oriented. They like charts and
illustrations to help them understand what they are
doing. They like to have exercises and movements
demonstrated for them and described in detail. They
remember faces but forget names. Visual learners
have good imaginations. If you describe an activity
to them, they will generally take a minute to try to

visualize it before responding. They prefer to talk to
people in person as opposed to speaking over the
phone. They tend to use language that corresponds
with their modality: “I see what you mean.”
How to accommodate this modality: Encourage
your visual learners to keep a notebook to write
down goals and aspirations. The notebook should
also be used to clarify anything that the client found
confusing. They might even want to draw some
pictures of different exercises or cut out pictures of
the ideal positioning for different exercises. Taking
pictures or creating video footage of the client doing
specific exercises would be tremendously helpful,
particularly if the client is executing the movement
improperly and cannot seem to correct it with verbal
cues. Be patient with visual learners when describing
a motion since they will often pause before engaging
in the activity so that they can imagine the action
described. If there are exercises that the client should
be doing at home, send her video footage of how to
do the movements correctly. A Skype session can
also be really helpful for visual learners if they can’t
make it in to the gym. Though it is a good idea to take
pictures and measurements for all clients when they
begin a training program, it is particularly important
for these individuals. They like to see their numbers
change on paper. They also like to see the difference
in their body as opposed to just feeling like their
clothes are looser.

Knowing whether your client is a visual, auditory or kinestheic learner can help you train them for success.

Kinesthetic/Tactile Learners
These clients are generally pretty outgoing and
demonstrative. They use a lot of gestures and
movements to express themselves and come across
as very energetic. They enjoy movement and being
active. They also enjoy doing new things. Kinesthetic
learners don’t retain a lot of what they hear. They
have a better memory for things they did as opposed
to things they heard. They tend to use language that
corresponds with their modality: “I feel the difference.”
How to accommodate this modality: Ask this client’s
permission to move her body into certain key
positions. Kinesthetic learners are very responsive
when they can feel what they are doing. Spend less
time explaining with a kinesthetic learner and more
time doing. Change workouts a little more frequently
with kinesthetic learners since they like to experience
new things. They also will be very happy with
“feeling” that they are getting stronger or “feeling” the
way that their clothes are looser (or tighter, depending
on the goal). Kinesthetic learners do very well with
props. For example, a kinesthetic learner who is
squatting with her knees turning inward will do very
well if you put a ball in between her knees or have
the client practice a squat while facing a wall. There
are many very effective ways to use props to help
kinesthetic learners develop good proprioception and

better memory of the exercises. Over time, fitness
professionals can get very creative with using
different props to help clients understand how to
execute their exercises in a safe and effective way.
By using the guidelines above, fitness
professionals can determine which clients
resonate with which learning modalities. It is really
only a matter of observing them closely, listening
to them, and asking a few simple questions. Most
trainers will have clients who are a combination
of two different learning modalities. With a little
creativity, it is easy to make adjustments to
accommodate them.
Knowing how clients learn can make all the
difference when it comes to seeing them progress
and become comfortable with exercising on their
own. If a client doesn’t seem to understand
verbal directions, repeating these instructions will
probably not be very effective. That particular
client is probably visual or kinesthetic and a
much more effective means of communicating
expectations would be to put the client’s body in
the proper position(s).
It is also helpful for trainers to become aware of
their own learning preferences, since they can
affect the way clients are taught. For example,
I am a combination of visual and kinesthetic.
Very often, I tend to ask my athletes the
following: “did you feel the difference?”
However, some athletes never do. They
change their mechanics, but they don’t
understand the sensations that are occurring.
I spend a lot of time filming these athletes. It
is particularly good if you have an app like
“Coaches’ Eye, “ in which you can slow down
or speed up the athlete’s motion. I also like to
have these athletes practice in front of a mirror.
For my auditory learners who are also pitchers,
I have them close their eyes and listen to the
sound that the ball makes when it spins off their
fingers. I also like to have auditory learners
pick a song to use to establish tempo in their
athletic endeavors. Sometimes, a metronome
is even helpful if they are going through the
movements slower or faster than what is
appropriate.
Though addressing different learning modalities
should help to improve client success, it is also
a fitness professional’s responsibility to know
when helping a client might be out of the scope
of practice. Here are some people whom
a client might need to seek in addition to a
personal trainer to get the best help possible:
Physiatrist: This is a medical doctor who
specializes in rehabilitation. If clients are

experiencing ongoing pain as opposed to just
muscle soreness, this is a professional who can
likely help them. Fitness professionals must
remember: it is not our place to diagnose or treat
any injuries. Many trainers try and risk litigation as
well as hurting the client. Physiatrists try to develop
a program for helping the client to heal as much
as possible without surgery. They help clients to
stay active and often work closely with physical
therapists.
Psychologist or Psychiatrist: Clients who have
issues with emotional eating, uncontrollable anxiety,
a propensity for harming themselves, or problem
drinking and/or substance abuse, would benefit
more from seeing a mental health professional
than a fitness professional. The primary difference
between a psychologist and a psychiatrist is that a
psychiatrist is a medical doctor and can therefore
prescribe medications. Psychologists are often
addressed as “Dr.,” but it is because they have done
5-7 years of academic graduate study culminating
in either a PhD or a PsyD. Know that working
with a client who has underlying emotional and/or
psychological issues is problematic at best. Getting
that client to a professional who can truly help her is
beneficial for everyone.
Medical Doctor: For clients who really seem to
adhere rigorously to protocols, but still aren’t making
progress, it might make sense to ask the client
to see their primary care physician for a thyroid
test. The functioning of the thyroid gland can affect
weight loss and gain. A client’s knowledge of an
overactive or under active thyroid might change
progress, but also training protocols. Keep an open
dialogue with clients’ doctors whenever possible
to ensure that clients are not doing exercises that
would exacerbate any existing medical issues. It
is a good idea to keep in close contact with clients’
doctors in cases when clients have heart issues, or
other preexisting medical conditions that could be
adversely affected by exercise.
Nutritionist or Dietitian: In many states, dispensing
nutritional advice is not within a fitness professional’s
scope of practice unless additional degrees are
obtained. It is up to the fitness professional to find
out the law in his or her state. Many clients may
adhere to training programs but don’t make progress
because of poor eating habits. This is when seeing
a nutritionist or dietitian might be extremely helpful.
A nutritionist usually has an undergraduate or
graduate degree in nutrition, but doesn’t always.
Many people will call themselves nutritionists after
only completing a short course on nutrition, so make
sure clients do their homework to find a qualified
professional. A Registered Dietitian Nutritionist
(RDN) has to pass a national exam, take continuing
education and complete an undergraduate

program in nutrition in addition to a year of clinical
internship.
Fitness professionals achieve the best results
when the client’s best interests are in mind.
Addressing different learning modalities and
knowing when the client will benefit from other
kinds of professional help are two ways in which
trainers can ensure long-term results.
http://www.aapmr.org/patients/aboutpmr/pages/
physiatrist.aspx
http://www.webmd.com/mental-health/features/
psychology-vs-psychiatry-which-is-better
http://www.clinicalnutritioncenter.com/meet-ourmedical-weight-loss-professionals/registereddietitians-nutritionists/registered-dietitian-vsnutritionist
http://www.education.com/reference/article/
learning-modalities/
http://web.cortland.edu/andersmd/learning/
modalities.htm
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About the Writer

Julianne graduated Valedictorian from
Manhattan College in 2002, where she was an
English major, editor for Manhattan Magazine,
and the recipient of multiple writing accolades.
Her work as a researcher in Lenox Hill
Hospital's Muscle Fatigue Study for Fastpitch
Athletes is under consideration for publication
by a prominent journal. As a certified personal
trainer, Julianne has been working with elite
athletes for over a decade. Her experience
as certified hypnotist affords her a unique
perspective on the mental component of
performance.

GET YOUR COPY OF ROCK HARD CHEST
WITH THESE DEALS FROM THE NCCPT

The Rock Hard Series Special
Get the entire Rock Hard Series and
train like a Seasoned Pro
Get Rock Hard CHEST for FREE
Get a FREE NCCPT® DryFit Shirt

Buy 1, Get Chest 50% Off!
Purchase any of the ROCK HARD SERIES
and get ROCK HARD CHEST for 50% off!

FIND OUT MORE HERE
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Featured Personal Trainer

ALEASHA
ASFAR

By Hamed Hamad

It is easy to underestimate the strength and determination of a
person, especially when they are still a child.
For as long as she can remember, Aleasha Asfar suffered from
asthma and other illnesses that put a strain on her physical
activity and well-being. On top of that, both of her parents were
working very hard, leaving little room to implement health and
wellness into the household for Aleasha and her twin brother.
However, the harder Aleasha battled health obstacles as a child,
the more motivated she became to stay fit. Within no time, she
started ballet and soon got into Figure Skating at the age of
seven. She says, “Skating came very naturally to me. I started
competing right away.” After eight years into it, Aleasha owed
the sport for instilling dedication, commitment and self-discipline
at a very young age. More importantly, it was Figure Skating
that helped Aleasha understand her body and the essentials of
staying fit and healthy.

Shortly after her beloved skating coach passed
away, Aleasha immediately hung up her skates
and stopped competing. That is when she
dedicated more time towards education, travel,
and later finding her niche in the fitness industry.
Upon visiting California, Aleasha was introduced
to NCCPT and that is when her fitness career
began to shape. Aleasha just took one course
and eventually became a certified personal
trainer, and has been for over 11 years. When
asked about what she enjoyed most about
the NCCPT program, Aleasha says, “John
Platero.” She considers John one of the most
knowledgeable and inspirational people she has
ever met. It is his passion for health and fitness
that eventually instills the inspiration in her and
the people whom she trains.
As far as why she chose to stay in the industry,
Aleasha asserts that achieving health and bodily
transformations just for her own good is not
enough. “I want to help others learn about their
bodies, reach their goals and feel the benefits
of movement,” she says. In addition, having
a career in an industry that is also a passion
makes work effortless and never feel like “work.”
Currently, Aleasha personally trains her clients
in and outside of her home in Victoria, British
Columbia, Canada. And since she owns a
private Pilates studio, her fitness regimen
includes Pilates and Barre Fitness, with a

specialty in pre and post natal training. But no
matter who she trains, Aleasha always looks
forward to the physical, mental and emotional
journey that her clients go through.
Speaking of journeys, Aleasha is currently
pregnant and due with her third child this July.
And nothing is obviously stopping this woman
from staying in shape and reshaping the lives of
those under her fitness wings. Soon after her
pregnancy, Aleasha vows to continue helping
mothers stay fit during their pregnancy and
eventually get back in shape. And as a personal
goal, Aleasha is looking forward to completing a
triathlon and full marathon within the next couple
of years.
On behalf of the entire NCCPT, we wish Aleasha
a happy and healthy birth and commend her for
proving that there are NO excuses to staying
healthy and fit!
For more information on Aleasha Asfar, her
workouts or to connect with her personally, visit
http://www.ironbutterflypilates.ca/

Association of Fitness Studios
The Only Online Community Dedicated to the Business of Fitness Studios
Small studio owners, as well as fitness professionals who
are thinking about opening their own studios, have a new
source of support in the industry—the Association of
Fitness Studios (AFS).
As Brad Elson, co-founder/CEO and Josh Leve, cofounder/President explain in this interview, AFS was
created to provide a platform (an online community)
that connects studio owners and entrepreneurial fitness
professionals to learn new strategies and save thousands of
dollars on business building products and services.
The result of this collaboration will be business growth and
a stronger, more unified studio community.
Read on to learn how you can tap the resources of this
exciting new organization.

Josh: The trend toward smaller studios was well known,
as was the high failure rate of such businesses. Our
investigation attributed the fallout to the lack of business
training and experience. Great trainers often were not
great business people. Worse, there was no place for these
bold entrepreneurs to go for help. There was no fitness
organization solely focused on providing the business tools
and resources for this market.
Brad: The gap was neither desire nor passion—it was in
business training and information. Many new studio owners
don’t understand the challenges of running their own
business, while many entrepreneurial fitness professionals
don’t know where to start. AFS fills that gap and in so doing,
we create a stronger, more unified studio community.
2. Who are your members?

1. Why did you decide to create AFS?

Brad: We have three categories of members.

Brad: We recognized the need. We spoke to numerous studio
owners and fitness professionals, and determined that what
was lacking was a cohesive association that could help this
– the fastest growing segment of the fitness industry.

Studios, which are usually represented by their owner.
The studio can be any type: personal training, Pilates, yoga,
dance, martial arts, etc. Typically, our member studios are
less than 10,000 square feet, although our business principles

will help studios of any size.
Fitness Professionals are instructors and trainers who
have not yet opened their own studio, but have that vision.
Our benefits and programs show these professionals what
they need to know and do.
Associates are our vendor friends, providing products and
services that serve the needs of studio owners. By gathering
the “leverage” of a national association, AFS has been able
to secure advantageous pricing and programs on behalf of
our members – a major benefit.

AFS Academy. Roundtable discussions with your peers,
expert advice, business manuals and templates, webinars,
best practices — AFS is the one-stop shop to best understand
the trends and successful strategies in the studio business.
Community. By working together, we can positively
affect all of our businesses. Our community shares ideas
and successes while providing a voice to and for the industry.
We fight for appropriate fitness legislation, and effectively
use social media to enhance the industry’s credibility with
consumers.

3. How does one become a member?

News & Events. It’s impossible for a single studio owner
to keep up on what’s happening in the industry, so AFS
does it for them by constantly delivering the important
information they need.

Josh: AFS offers everyone a 15-day trial and it’s as simple
as logging on to www.afsfitness.com and following
the instructions. The process takes only a few minutes.

Get More Customers. Programs, partnerships, strategies,
and tactics have been developed to assist studio owners and
instructors to generate traffic.

4. What benefits do members receive?
Brad: AFS offers nearly 40 benefits designed specifically
for the fitness studio market! As with any association, the
relevance of any individual benefit will depend on many
factors, including their membership category, how long
they’ve been in business, their size and location, etc.
Josh: There are five primary categories of benefits:
Money-saving Programs. One of the best ways to
enhance profitability is to save money. AFS delivers many
of those opportunities, knowing that not all will resonate
with every studio, but almost every studio will find more
than enough savings to secure a positive return on their
membership investment.

“Many new studio owners don’t understand
the challenges of running their own
business, while many entrepreneurial
fitness professionals don’t know
where to start. AFS fills that gap”

5. Are you partnering with any other organizations?
Brad: Yes. We have formal alliances with Sports & Fitness
Insurance Corporation (SFIC), the American Council
on Exercise (ACE), SPRI Products, Club Industry Show,
MINDBODY software, Balanced Body, and many others.
We anticipate this category of activity to grow rapidly in
the next several months. An additional 20 companies are
Associate Members.

